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T he National Association of Cost Accounta nts
does not stand sponsor for views expressed by
the writers of articles issued as Publications.
T h e object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to place before the members
ideas which it is hoped may prove interesting
and suggestive. T he a rti cles wi ll c over a wide
range of subjects and present many different
viewpoints. It is not intended that they shall
reflect the particular ideas of any individual
or grou p. Constructive comments on any of
the Publications will be welcome.
Additional copies of this Publication may be
obtained from the office of th e secretary. T h e
price to members is twenty -five cents per copy
and to non - members seventy -five cents per copy.

EDIT ORIAL DEPARTM ENT NOTE
In this issue of our Bulletin we are presenting an excellent paper on the subject of TELEP HONE ACCOUNTING, with which most accountants are probably
not familiar. Because of the enormous amount of detailed information which must be gathered from widely
scattered sources, many times by men out in the field
who know nothing of accounting records and accounting
systems for a large telephone company, it is necessarily
rather complicated, not so much in principle, but in detail
of operation.
This paper was prepared by a man who has been connected with the telephone industry for a great many years,
and our readers will quickly recognize the fact that he is
well informed on the subject of accounting for his company. It was delivered before the Detroit Chapter of
N. A. C. A. on the occasion of a visitation to the plant
of the Michigan Bell Telephone Company by members
of the Chapter on Thursday, March 26, 1931.
The author, Russell E. Driver, is a graduate of Northern State College at Marquette, Michigan, and the University of Michigan, where he majored in accounting,
business administration and finance. His first business
connections were with the J. I. Case Threshing Machine
Company and the Raymond Concrete Pile Company. He
was later employed by Bell System, starting with the
Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company at Baltimore, Maryland. In February, 1923, he was trensferred
to the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, being employed at different times in the revenue methods
section, special studies section, and the administrative accounting section of the comptroller's department prior to
his transfer to the Michigan Bell Telephone Company,
where he is now chief accountant.
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getting into the main subject of our accounting work,
BEFORE
I should like to give you a brief picture of our organization,
so that you can better picture some of the problems met with in
the telephone accounting field.
The Michigan Bell Telephone Company is one of the associated companies of the Bell System. As such, we have all the
benefits and advantages of the development and research work
and advice of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company's staff as well as the services of the Western Electric Company, which acts as our general purchasing agent and our supplier. There are very distinct advantages in that operation for
the reason that their staff is composed of some of the best engineers of the country, and we get the advantages of their services,
which is a considerable benefit to us, and probably more than we
in the way of research work ourselves.
could afford to
Our company, like most companies of any appreciable size, is
headed by a president reporting to the board of directors, general
auditor, and assistants in charge of personnel, directory and advertising, publicity work, and so forth. The duties of these officers are substantially what you would expect to find in positions
carrying such titles, so I will not go into details regarding their
functions, except to elaborate a little more fully on the operating
organization and the accounting department organization.
The operating organization is under the direction of the Vice
President and General Manager, and is divided into four main
divisions, or departments. These departments are each headed
by a general department head, such as a general plant manager,
a general traffic manager, a general commercial manager, and a
chief engineer. The duties of these departments briefly are as
follows:
i. The plant department's primary function is to construct and
maintain telephone plants.
z. The traffic department's function is to operate this plant and
render service to meet the customers' demands.
3. The commercial department's function is primarily to main supply
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tain customer relationships and have dealings with other associated and connected companies; to determine rates and to collect
the moneys.
4. The engineering department's main function is to lay out
and design and determine the best type of plant to serve the
needs of the company.
The engineering department staff primarily functions in Detroit
and its organization is largely there. The other three departments
are what might be termed line organizations, and are scattered
throughout the territory of the company, which is the entire state
of Michigan. I believe we have exchanges in some 2 5 0 towns,
which means in hundreds of places every day money is being expended for constructing plants, for operating the property, and
maintaining it; money is being collected, all of which has to be
reported to the accounting department. That, as you can readily
appreciate, adds considerably to the complications in securing adequate and accurate accounting data. It is a little more difficult
to control where it is scattered and coming in from hundreds of
points from hundreds of gangs, than it would be in the ordinary
business, housed principally in one place and under the more or
less top line organization.
The accounting department, which has been set up to meet
these accounting needs, is divided into more or less natural lines,
or divisions of two line organizations and a staff organization. The
two line organizations are called the revenue accounting division
or department and the disbursement department. The revenue
accounting department is concerned primarily with the maintaining of customers' records and the billing work. The disbursing
accounting is concerned principally with the records in connection
with the disbursing of company funds, the maintaining of the
property accounts, the keeping of the general books, the preparation of the financial statements, and certain general accounting activities. These departments or divisions are headed by an auditor
of receipts and an auditor of disbursements, respectively. I will
explain a little more fully some of their functions a little later.
The other division of the accounting department is concerned
primarily with the non - routine functions, such as special statistics,
analyses, and rate work activities, development of methods and
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routines and practices for securing proper accounting, certain personnel activities, and the functions of traveling auditors and accounting examiners whose duty it is to travel around the state
and see that the field forces understand the instructions and are
properly carrying them out. This organization is under the head
of a chief accountant. All three of these accounting heads report
to the general auditor of the company, who is responsible for the
entire accounting activities of the company. He is responsible
and reports to the president of the company, and is indirectly responsible to the Interstate Commerce Commission who has promulgated a uniform system of accounting, which with us has the
mandate of law.
Now that we have a brief picture of the organization set -up, it
might be of interest to have a general view of the method we
follow in developing our plant extension program. Our commercial department conducts surveys in practically every town of
any size, or community or district, in our territory. The purpose
of these surveys is to determine the characteristics of the town
and the possible development of the community. These forecasts
are projected for a period frequently as long as twenty years, and
are conducted by making a house to house canvas of the telephone
needs in the community, and through a system of elaborate economic studies. From these forecasts, the department prepares
a long term estimate of line and station growth and expected activities and demand for telephone service. These forecasts serve
as the basis for a fundamental plan which is developed by the
engineering department.
This fundamental plan, as the name implies, is the designated
underlying plan for our construction programs, and outlines in a
broad way the construction activities which will be needed over a
period of time, to meet the expected telephone service requirements. However, as a means of obtaining a closer picture of
the telephone demands each year, a three year program is formulated. The first year of this three year program is designated as
the "Provisional Estimate" and the remaining period is the forecast. By taking the closer picture they are able to bring it more
in line with the current economic conditions, and the commercial
department is able to make more accurate estimates of line growth
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and station facilities needed. When the shorter estimate of the
three year period is prepared, it is sent to the other departments
for the preparation of their estimates as to the facilities that they
will require and the expenditures which they will have to make to
render the expected service. The traffic department, for instance,
using the figures as a guide, estimates the amount of toll line facilities needed, central office equipment, and so forth. The commercial department will estimate the expected revenues to be received. The plant department will snake estimates of the outside
plants needed to be constructed in order to meet this expected
demand. All of the departments will make estimates of their expenditures to be incurred during this period to serve as their
budget for the coming year. These various departmental estimates
are correlated into the provisional estimate of the company as a
whole and as a composite give the picture of the expected operations, or the expected results from our operations for the forthcoming period. This provisional estimate serves a very valuable
aid to the management in conducting the affairs of the company
and in outlining the financial program that will be necessary to
meet the expected construction work and other expenditures. As
a basis for these estimates, the various departments have certain
underlying data as to the actual costs incurred on similar operations in the past, and so are able to make fairly close estimates
for the immediate year. And currently during that year we have
what we call "Present Views," which bring the estimate closer
to date.
Now, that you have a general view of the manner in which
the over -all program is laid out, I will deal a little more specifically with some of the steps necessary in connection with the
building of a specific item of plant, such as a pole line.
When the time approaches for the building of a pole line in a
given territory, the field engineers are despatched into the field
to size up the territory into which the plant is to be placed. The
engineer ascertains the best type of plant to meet the given condition, determines the number of lines needed, and the proper
distribution for the facilities to accommodate the character and
density of population in the community.
From this preliminary survey, sketches and prints are made
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on the job. At the same time authorization sheets are prepared,
narrating the expected scope of the operations, the need for the
work, why the work should be done, why it should be done now,
and why it should be done in the manner in which it is proposed
to do it. Also other information is given as to the expected
quantities of the different kinds of material which will be needed
on the job, such as the number of poles, the quantity of cable,
and various other items entering into the construction of the
particular project under way. They also attempt, and do make,
cost estimates of improving any plant facilities which the proposed improvement supplements so as to bring the existing facilities into condition commensurate with the proposed pole line.
After this information is prepared, it is forwarded to the chief
engineer. In this department, certain specialized engineers will
review the plans to determine whether the proposed undertaking
is in conformance with the proposed standards and specifications,
and in compliance with the budgetary program. To each major
project of this nature, a numerical figure is assigned for identification purposes and for accumulating costs and data under the job
number.
When the work has received executive approval, the authorization statement and the related plans are transmitted to the construction department, and from the construction division to the
plant department. The construction people review the plans and
see that they have the material in stock, or place requisitions so
that the material will be in stock when it is needed.
Upon the commencement of the building operations on the pole
lines, the requisite machinery for material accounting, labor accounting, and the other accounting phases of the work begins to
operate. A considerable portion of the material will probably be
held in nearby communities and store rooms and local supply depots. The major articles of the plant such as poles, cross arms,
cable, wire, and so forth, will be withdrawn from plant or material disbursements by the workmen as needed. These items of
plant, when purchased, have been previously charged to the material and supply account. As the material is used on the job by
the workmen, entries will be made on the material tickets, showing
the quantity of the material used on the particular iob and proper
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account under which it will be reported. All inconsequential items,
or small items, such as nuts, bolts, braces, and pole steps, too
numerous to account for individually, are treated as minor items,
or exempt supplies, because we exempt them from the necessity
of reporting individually. These minor materials will be prorated to the job on the basis of the major materials used, which
is based on studies made periodically to determine the ratio of
minor material to major material by different classes of plants.
Appropriate records of the workmen's time, the hours he puts
in on the job, as well as the hours of usage of motor vehicles and
special tools, such as the pole digger, must be reported. This information as to the time and material, the use of motor vehicles,
special tools, and sundry disbursements, is all reported on various
forms and tickets and sent in to the accounting department. This
is classified according to the kinds of material and area or job
number under which it is used.
In addition to entering and reporting on these material tickets
of the plant the material used, the foreman on the job is required
to report on the work print or sketches, which he has been given,
the units of plant added or removed. If any changes are made
from the proposed sketches or original plan, these modifications
are indicated upon the plan. Upon completion of the job, the
work prints are forwarded to the engineering department, together with reports of the units of plant added, such as number
of poles, feet of cable, and so on. The plant engineer enters this
data on what is termed the plant engineering records, which consist of schematics of all the units of outside plants.
Reports of the units added and sent to the engineering department are also transmitted by the engineering department to the
accounting department. This affords the accounting department a
verification, or control, by comparing the materials used as reported
by the workmen on the material disbursement tickets with the
units of plant constructed as recorded on the working prints to
the engineering department.
For jobs of major importance, the accounting department records, on a monthly basis, various data for materials, for labor,
for motor equipment, special tools, and sundry items, by jobs
and classes of property. This information is secured from the
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reports received from the field and is utilized in the formulation
of a comparison of the estimated cost of the job and the actual
results.
At the completion of the job, the construction department prepares a report of the work performed, indicating whether the work
performed is in accordance with the plans originally contemplated, and if not the reason for deviating from the original plans.
From this data., the plant engineer develops a so- called analysis
report, weighing the actual results in the light of estimated performance and giving the specific reasons for any over- or under runs in the expenditures as compared with the original estimate.
While it is essential, in the accounting department, to maintain
rather detailed records of the major jobs, it is not necessary to do
so for the minor undertakings, such as small jobs or repair work.
Disbursement of material on these jobs is reported merely by
classes of property. It is true of all minor jobs costing less than
a certain fixed sum of money, except work which is performed for
customers and which is to be billed on a cost basis, or some other
basis which has been arranged with the customer. In those cases,
detailed cost records similar to those outlined for the major jobs
are maintained.
For the convenience of the field force and the workmen in reporting their time, field codes have been devised corresponding to
the accounting codes used in our system of accounting. For example, one unit, Code i, is for pole lines; Code 2, for aerial cable;
Code 3, for aerial wire, and so on. In work on a pole line, they
would use Code i . Also letters are suffixed to these codes to indicate whether it is for a construction activity or a repair job. In
other words, the letter "C" is for construction, the letter "R" for
repairs,. and the letter "X" for removals. The letter "T" is suffixed to them if the work is on toll plant. So that, if a workman
spends eight hours on a toll line and four hours of which is in
connection with the erection of a pole, and four hours stringing
a cable, he would report his pole four hours under "i -T -C" and
four hours under " 2 -T -C ". These illustrations which I have
given are merely examples of what is taking place throughout the
entire territory every day and which is being reported by thousands
of workmen.
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The major or large construction jobs are usually let to outside
contractors. Our telephone construction accounting is primarily
concerned with what we term the outside plant facilities. Central
office equipment is usually installed by the Western Electric Company, and the buildings are built by various contractors in the
communities. After the complete plant is installed, and the outside plant and the station apparatus is installed in the customer's
place, the plant must be operated and maintained. The expense
of operating it, such as traffic expense, is accounted for primarily
by reporting the time and expense of the operators and others in
the traffic department. These expenditures involve mainly payroll expense and sundry disbursements and are relatively simple
to account for.
The expenditures involved by the commercial department,
whose duty it is to collect the moneys for the services which have
been rendered by the traffic department, are simply reported and
involve no special accounting treatment of importance. However,
before the commercial department can collect the money, there is
considerable accounting work involved in the rendering of its customers' bills. This work, which I will outline briefly, is performed in the revenue accounting division of the accounting department. The revenue accounting division is responsible for the
keeping of the customers' accounts, maintaining the records, correct rendering of the bills for telephone service and miscellaneous
service, the protection of the company's revenues, and the maintenance of certain statistical data.
The protection of the company's revenues and the preparation
of the reports are important features of the work, and these are
accomplished mainly by following well thought -out routines of
practice, involving mainly a studious attention to detailF. and close
supervision. In addition to the purely accounting feature which
is more or less of a technical nature, the work resolves itself
largely into a production job. The great mass of detail, the number of records, and the multiplicity of operations necessary to obtain proper accounting, require a systematic plan of production
and control if proper results are to be obtained without loss of
motion, without sacrifice of quality, and at reasonable expense.
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Each month the revenue accounting work consists of billing
millions of tickets, which they receive from the traffic department
as evidence of the service rendered to our customers. These tickets
must be sorted in the telephone number order, posted to various
intermediary exchange and toll service records, which, in turn, are
posted to the toll service statements and then to the subscribers'
bills. In the Michigan Bell Telephone Company, there are approximately 5oo,000 bills prepared each month. This means that
they must be run through the Addressograph, daily charges must
be entered on the bills, as well as the fixed regular monthly service
charges, any additional local message charges, any balance to be
carried forward from previous bills, and other charges for miscellaneous service. This work must all be verified and the bills,
together with the statements, enclosed in envelopes, and sealed,
stamped and mailed. Incidentally, they do not use stamps. They
use postage meter machines.
These are some of the main operations, or items of work, handled and necessary to render the monthly bills, but, in addition,
there are thousands and thousands of other items to handle, such
as the posting to accounts of credit for payments reported by the
commercial department, obtaining of revenue figures for reports,
and various other sundry jobs. It can thus be seen from this brief
summary given that the volume of work runs into the handling
of millions of items monthly, and if the assignment is to be done
economically, it must be necessary to look at the work largely
from a production viewpoint. And in any production job, proper
consideration must be accorded not only to the factor of quantity,
but also quality and cost must be considered. I do not know who
it was, but someone said that there are three things we hate to
do, — "Die, part from our friends, and pay taxes." To this, I
think, can be added a fourth, and that is — "Pay incorrect bills."
Therefore, because of the influence incorrect billing has on our
customer relationships, we place the quality factor first, above
the rest. However, cost is also an important feature and in order
to control the cost of the job, particular attention has been given
to study devoted to the organization, methods, and equipment to
be used in performing this work. It has been said that the secret
of successful management of a large enterprise is to organize, dep-
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utize and supervise. But an organization, no matter how well
conceived, or planned, will not function economically if the methods are bad, or the equipment inadequate or obsolete, or incapable
of meeting the particular requirements of the job. We, therefore,
have certain individuals, usually designated as methods people,
who do practically nothing but study the operations which it is
necessary to go through and properly perform a given item of
work, as well as to make studies of the particular machines on
the market for performing the various kinds of work. The type
of person best fitted for the particular job is determined, so far
as we are able to do so, and time records have been set up for
practically every operation which involves any great amount of
volume and is of a recording nature. I believe that I can fairly
safely say that the Bell Companies have probably done as much
toward standardizing their clerical processes, particularly in these
divisions of the accounting department, as any organization which
has similar clerical work to perform. Factory management principles of organization and specialization have been applied wherever possible, and without the use of any particular bonus or
special financial incentives, or any driving tactics whatever, and
great progress in production has been made in the past several
years. We have, in many respects, followed the theory that accomplishment is achieved even more by mental attitude than by
mental capacity. Emerson said, "Nothing great was ever accomplished without enthusiasm." We have found this to be true, and
we have also found that the human race is naturally gregarious —
"they like to belong." In spite of this so- called materialistic age,
we still find many people who are more anxious for. the success
of their team or their group than they are for any individual attainments or rewards. This is a thought which I believe we can
all keep in mind. It is not hard for the wise employer to employ
this quality through proper methods of stimulation. The motive
of pride is one that produces an appeal in everyone. Love of the
game is strong in nearly every human being, and these characteristics can best be appealed to if you have definite standards by which
you can compare the particular work that the individuals are doing so that proper and fair treatment is accorded everyone. Of
course, to get the most out of any job, you must have not only an
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adequate method and the best equipment available for the particular type of work, but care must be used in selecting the particular
individual for the job. No one would think of selecting a blind
man for a look -out on a ship or a legless man to run a race.
When I refer to standardization, standardizing the methods and
the equipment, I do not wish to infer that something that is standard today may not be thrown out tomorrow. Standardization
means, to my mind, simply finding the best method for the purpose desired, and keeping it until you get something better. That,
to my mind, is "Progressive Standardization," and is perhaps best
illustrated in connection with the accounting work by the fact that
years ago we had large heavy ledgers and books in which to keep
the customers' accounts. They were so heavy that it was almost
impossible for the younger people in the organization to carry
them around. They were not adaptable at all to female help.
After the heavy ledgers, we put in cards, which were some improvement, but still were not as adaptable to our needs as we desired. Now, we have what is called the "Account stub" plan,
which is made a part of the bill, and is prepared at the same time
the bill is prepared. This serves our needs quite adequately and
is far more simple and flexible than any of the previous records.
In each case, at the time we had the particular record, we thought
we were standardized, but when we found something better we
threw it out and took the new.
I have already attempted to explain how, in general, the plant is
constructed, how it is operated and maintained, and how the various reports of expenditures, and the use of materials, supplies,
and motor equipment, and so forth, originated by the employees
all over the state, are reported to the accounting department.
These reports are sent to the disbursement division and are received and handled in what we call the plant accounting section of
this division.
The material reports or tickets are received daily from the
field force. They show the kinds and quantities of material used,
the accounting code under which the material was used, and the
area, or job number, or project, on which they were used. The
tickets are serially numbered and checked for receipt in the accounting department so that assurances can be had that they are
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all accounted for. Upon their receipt, they are posted currently
to material summaries, indicating by classes of material the quantities used. The material, as I said before, when purchased, is
charged to the material and supplies account at the prices at which
we are billed. However, in disbursing the material and pricing
out the material disbursed, average prices ordinarily are used. The
reason for employing average prices for such disbursements is
self - evident, as it would be impracticable to identify each individual item through the accounting process. The completion of
the summaries, when priced out, thus gives the amount of money
to be credited to the material and supplies account and to be
charged to the various accounts and jobs upon which the material
was used.
As indicated before, material tickets are received only for the
major items of material, such as poles, terminals and so on. The
minor items of material are pro -rated from the use of the major
material items in the accounting department, based on percentages
developed over a period of time, showing the quantity of minor
material purchased and related to the major material used. These
percentages, as well as other percentages, to distribute the expense
of the supply department of storing material, ordering it, requisitioning it, handling it, and so forth, are applied to the completed
summaries after the major material costs have been determined.
Labor or time reports are also received in the accounting department and treated in a manner somewhat similar to that accorded
the material tickets. The labor is reported by the hours spent on
the various jobs and according to the various accounting codes.
Time reports or summaries for distributing the cost or rather
the labor and hours of the workmen before being filed and the
labor distributed are first used for payroll purposes. In addition to
showing the hours worked by accounting classifications, the workmen show, by standard definitions on the labor reports, the units
of plant completed and worked upon. For each labor group or
class, average hourly rates are developed; and these hourly rates
are used for pricing out the hours of labor and the labor accumulated under the different accounting codes, under the labor distribution summaries. Workmen engaged on similar occupations
are placed in the same class so that we have the hourly rates for
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the installers, for the maintenance people, and for the construction people. We have hourly rates also for the use of motor
vehicle equipment and for special tools. In determining the average hourly rate for the various classes of labor, all the time paid
for, or the many costs as reported for payroll purposes, are used.
These payroll amounts are divided by the productive hours of the
workmen as reported on the time reports to the various accounting
jobs. This includes the productive hours only; that is, the unproductive time, lost time which is paid for, and the time of the
immediate supervisor is not divided into the total money payment,
although the payment to these individuals is included in the
amount. That is to say, the unproductive hours are reported by
the workmen for payroll purposes and other statistical and administrative purposes, but are eliminated when determining the average hourly rate.
Reports of motor vehicles usage and special tool usage is similarly prepared and handled in the disbursement division and priced
out also at the end of the period on the basis of the average hourly
cost, to the class of vehicle used.
In the case of material, labor, motor vehicle and special tool
expense, the items of material and the hours of labor, and the
hours of tool usage, are reported, summarized, and later priced
out, whereas in the case of sundry disbursements and expenditures
of that nature, the actual amounts, of course, are summarized directly to the accounting codes. All of these summaries result
finally in giving the amount to charge to the final accounts, be
they fixed capital or expense accounts, and to credit to the material and supplies and other accounts involved.
On these various summaries, journal entries are prepared, which
are transmitted to the general books section of the disbursement
division for recording in the books and official records, and for
use in the preparation of administrative reports.
As previously stated, for the major jobs, what we call specific
estimates on separate ledger sheets are prepared, and the pertinent data as to the items and cost of material, and the hours and
cost of labor by classes, hour expense, tool expense, motor vehicle
expense, and sundry expenditures are accumulated in each of the
specific jobs, so that we have daily cost records of what the job
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is costing us so that proper comparisons can be made with the
original estimates.
I believe I stated before, that the time reports, in addition to
showing the data for payroll report purposes, also exhibit by
standard definition numbers the items of plant constructed or removed, or worked upon. These data are used in working up certain administrative performance, such as cable splicing performance reports, construction performance reports, installation
performance reports, and so forth. Practically all the jobs performed by the outside workmen have been standardized and time
allowance developed. Thus by the use of these time allowances
and the reporting of the quantities of items of plant constructed,
we know really the actual time consumed because of performance
results for that particular job.
One of the basic records maintained in the disbursement division is what we term the plant unit record. This is a record of
the items of outside plant such as the number of ao foot poles, 25
foot poles, 3o foot poles, whether cedar or pine, the number of
terminals, feet of cable and wire, and so on. This record is maintained from the summary of units of plant placed and removed
and in effect gives a perpetual inventory of the items of outside
plants. This record also provides the data from which average
retirement unit costs are developed periodically to use in pricing
out the items of plant removed from service, which results in a
credit to our fixed capital account and a charge to the reserve for
depreciation.
This plant unit record ties in with what is known by us as our
continuing plant mortality record maintained by the engineering
department. The plant unit record is prepared for the items of
plant reported on disbursement and recovery tickets for accounting
purposes. The engineer's record of the plant is built up from the
work prints received, showing the plant added and plant removed.
These work prints indicate, in connection with the plant placed,
the date placed, and in connection with the plant retired, the date
retired, and the date on which that plant was originally placed in
service. A check and reconciliation of the plant items added and
retired under each specific estimate or job is made between the
records of the engineering department set up for mortality pur-
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poses and the records of the accounting department, which thus
insures an accurate and complete historical record of the amounts
of outside plant, and increases the reliability of these measurement
records for inventory purposes. These records serve as the underlying basic data for indicating changes or trends in the average service life of the plant items, and so furnish more accurate
information for the use of our engineers in so far as this factor is
concerned in determining depreciation rates.
I have necessarily had to hit the high spots and deal, to a great
extent, in generalities because of the scope of the subject which I
have attempted to cover in a limited space. I do hope, however,
that I have been able to give you a little understanding of some
of the problems met with in the utility accounting field, and more
particularly the telephone accounting field.
DISCUSSION
PRESIDENT LENZ : Gentlemen, let us start on this discussion.
Mr. C. R. Ahlstrom of the Michigan Bell Telephone Company is
going to lead the discussion.
MR. AxtSTROM : I think you will all agree with me that Mr.
Driver covered a large subject in a very commendable manner.
He necessarily had to hit the high spots of his subject, but not too
high. He probably left in your mind some place where you would
like a little more enlightenment, and through the means of your
questions, we will probably enlighten you. We will answer your
questions as nearly correct as we know how.
About the only question I have received so far is from Mr.
McClain of the Briggs Company: What is the treatment of the
difference between cost reasoned on averages and actual cost?
Our average costs are really the actual costs over a period of
time, so there is no difference to account for, except what is remaining in the accumulated supply accounts during a short period
of time. By the end of the accounting period, the actual cost has
been taken care of.
Does that answer your question, Mr. McClain?
MR. MCCI.nIN: What about the labor residue?
MR. AHLSTROM : There is no labor residue. The actual
amounts paid the employees are used in determining the average
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hourly rate which is distributed according to the productive time
received.
MR. MCCLAIN : Is that average rate based on the average hours
of the preceding month?
MR. AHLSTROM : On the month under report.
MR. MCCLAIN : How are you able to determine your figures if
you don't get your figures out on time?
MR. AHLSTROM : We manage to close our books for the month
by the middle of the subsequent month. It takes ten days for
the plant department and the other departments to prepare their
reports, which are finally summarized into a general report and
the other necessary reports by the 15th.
Here is another question that I received from Mr. O'Gorman
of the Fisher Body Corporation: Do you apply so- called minor
materials to a predetermined percentage based on each individual
order, or do you merely apply it at so much on the basis of total
volume of construction work being done per month? Well, the
cost of our minor materials is separated as to the various major
classes of plant. For instance, the minor materials purchased for
pole line construction is put into the minor classification for pole
lines. The minor materials entering into the stringing of cables
is classified under the minor classification for cables. The total
cost of minor materials for the particular month under report is
charged to the various jobs according to the major materials
charged out during that month.
Those are the only questions I have had so far, but I have
one myself that I want to ask Mr. Driver. Has the injection of
the use of time standards on clerical processes had any bad effect
on the quality of the work performed by the clerks whose production is being measured?
MR. DRIVER: Did you say bad effect?
MR. AHLSTROM : Bad.
MR. DRIVER: It has had just the opposite effect. I think our
experience has been that as the employees have developed and paid
more attention to their jobs they not only perform a greater quantity but they do a much better quality job. It is usually the employees that turn out the largest quantity who are also making the
best percentage from the error standpoint. Our percentage of
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errors has been decreased almost in reverse ratio to the increase
in production.
MR. AHLSTROM : You also said that no bonus system or special
financial incentives were in use. Is any use made of production
records in rewarding employees?
MR. DRIVER: I think some question like that was asked me a
couple of weeks ago, when Dr. Balderson was talking about nonfinancial incentives. At that time, I think I indicated that really
there was not any such animal, but that in some way or other
usually a reward is obtained by the person who does a good job,
either through perhaps getting a little larger increase a little sooner
than they might otherwise, or something of that nature. Therefore, strictly speaking, I don't believe there is any non - financial
incentive. What I had in mind in my talk was that we did not
have any special bonus system or piece work system such as you
people are probably familiar with in industrial accounting.
MR. AHLSTROM : Those are the only questions that I have.
PRESIDENT LENZ : I would like to ask Mr. Driver, what is the
basis for rates for single party lines, two -party lines, three -party
lines, four -party lines, and what relation these rates have, if any,
to the return on investment?
MR. DRIVER: I can only answer that in a general wiy by
saying that the rates in a particular community are studied very
closely by our commercial department, and the various types of
service are determined which they feel will meet the needs of the
character of the community and the price for the different services
is regulated somewhat so it will fit the pocket -book of the customer
who requires the service of a particular kind; and on the basis
of that return, when we can get it, we try to have the over -all
rates yield us sufficient revenue so that on an over -all basis the
return is reasonable for the total plant used.
PRESIDENT LENZ : Now, gentlemen, if there are no more questions —are there any more questions ?
A VOICE: What distinction is there between minor items and
exempt material?
MR. DRIVER: I may have misled you there. Minor items and
exempt material are one and the same thing. They are known by
both categories. Minor items, such as nuts, bolts, screws, and so
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on, were referred to as exempt material merely because they are
exempt from the material disbursement reports required on the
major items.
A VOICE: I would like to ask what is your physical method
of application of collections of customers' accounts. I just want
to know what is your method of posting them, or how you handle
them?
MR. DRIVER: Do you mean from the time you go in and pay
your bill over the counter?
THE VOICE: If I do not send the stub in ; if I just mail a
check in.
MR. DRIVER: You should send your stub. Your question is
relative to the procedure followed when you send your check in
with nothing on it other than your name?
THE VOICE: Nothing, but my telephone number.
MR. DRIVER: The telephone number is on the check. The
Commercial Department will receive that check and they will sigh,
and refer to their stub record which was sent to them by the accounting department at the time the bill was sent out to you. They
will go to that stub and get the data and prepare, I believe, what
they call a dummy stub. This stub will be sent into the accounting
department along with the stubs of the subscribers who brought
their payments in, and the accounting department gets these stubs
daily and sorts them into groups by telephone number. They are
sent to the posting clerks, who compare them with the accounting
department stub which is our record of your account. If you
have paid your bill in full (which of course you have) all they
have to do is to withdraw from the accounting department file
your record and place it in what they call the closed file with no
physical posting.
If you have made a partial payment, paid $2.50 instead of $5.00
that might have been due, they have to make a physical posting
of the $2.50 item, and re -file the stub in the live file, and hope
that we will get the other $2.50 some time.
THE VOICE: What if the check comes back? (Laughter.)
MR. DRIVER: That is not so funny, for a lot of them do come
back. They come back, and the bank, of course, gives us our first
notice of that. We have to reimburse the bank for the credit
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that we got through that check. We are advised in the accounting department, and your account is re- charged with the amount
which we previously credited, and that is about all that would
happen there, unless protest fees were added to the check.
A VOICE: I have a question that I would like to ask. I understand that certain concerns analyze their income by industries
from which the income is received. Is such a thing possible in a
public utility such as the telephone industry? I know the Light
and Power Company do that. Do you analyze each subscriber
that is involved in a certain industry? That is what I mean by
an analysis by industries.
MR. DRIVER: Strictly speaking, we do not have an analysis by
industry. The main analysis we have of revenue accounts, of
course, is from the character of the service, whether it comes from
a toll call, toll revenue, or whether it comes from your fixed
monthly charge of $2.6o a month, or whether it comes from the
additional charge for messages over and beyond the amount that
is paid for in your fixed charge. We have that analysis. We
know whether it comes from a fixed charge, from additional local
charges, from toll calls, or pay stations, and so forth. But whether
you are a blacksmith or not, we do not know.
A VOICE: What is the basis you use to determine your depreciation on your outside plant ? In other words, you have your
poles and your lines and so forth. What basis do you use in
tieing that up against a direct charge to the income from your
various party lines, and so forth?
MR. DRIVER: It is not tied up directly, with the particular
revenue received. We do not know whether we get revenue
from a four party line coming over this pole line, or what it is.
We really do not know the revenue, the particular revenue, that
might be received over that line.
The depreciation rates are determined and based on a study
of the service life of the plant. Of course, there are many factors
that enter into the service life of a piece of material and put it
into obsolesence. Very little of our plant actually stays in long
enough to wear out. Of course, one of our poles (I hope not)
might be hit by one of you fellows driving home tonight, and it
goes out that way. Of course, that makes our depreciation higher
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than what you might think or estimate the life of that pole on
its physical characteristics, or the particular type of wood. As I
say, the decay feature is after all probably the most minor matter
of obsolesence, the other factors entering into depreciation being
more important.
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